Abstract. Convolution neural network (CNN) has a prominent performance in image classification. This thesis empirically studies how imbalanced training datasets impact on CNN performance in typical remote scenes classification. I adopted different strategy based on the complexity of scenes to set up imbalanced and balanced training datasets. Then I compared the results after training and testing experiments. Experimental results show that appropriate imbalanced strategy could improve the CNN performance in typical remote scenes classification. In face of specific classification tasks, the empirically method is a good choice to improve CNN performance as a whole.
Introduction
Aerospace remote sensing refers to the integrated detection and recognition technology of qualitative, quantitative, timing, locating and communicating through various sensing systems in aerospace vehicles such as airplanes, balloons, satellites and spaceships [1] . The classification of typical scenes, such as missile base, airport, bridge, port, overpass, oil depot and expressway, is the focus of aerospace remote sensing field, which has far-reaching theoretical significance and great application value both in civilian and military areas.
In the civilian areas, the research of classifying typical scenes can play a very good role in the planning of urban traffic and the construction of intelligent city. In the military areas, the technology of classifying typical scenes is a key problem in the field of military technology research all over the world today. Especially in modern info warfare, such scenes are the main object of long-range reconnaissance and directional strike. The technology will play a decisive role in grasping military opportunity, analyzing military situation and making military tactics [2, 3] .
Remote sensing image data has been presented with typical big-data "4V" features --Volume, Velocity, Variety and Value. However, in the face of remote sensing image big-data [4] , traditional image classification technology has become inadequate. In recent years, deep learning, reinforcement learning, transfer learning and other new intelligent algorithms have come to the fore and made remarkable achievements in the field of image recognition, speech recognition, big-data analysis, robot control and other fields [5] .
As a typical algorithm of deep learning, convolution neural network (CNN) is particularly pronounced in the direction of image recognition and classification. With the optimization of the algorithm, complexity of CNN is increasing, and deep convolution neural network (DCNN) arises [6] . Many scholars begin to apply it to the remote sensing image classification, as does this thesis.
DCNN Models
In the 1960s, Hubel and Wiesel studied the information processing mechanisms of the retina of cat, and found that the central nervous cells in the visual cortex had very complex patterns, which were very sensitive to the sub-regions of the visual region. These sub-regions are called receptive field, all of which can be tiled to cover the entire visual area [7] . This finding is of great significance for convolution neural network.
In 1994, LeCun and others proposed a LeNet-5 CNN model based on local connection and weight sharing, which is mainly used for handwritten character recognition. LeNet-5 is the most classical CNN model [8] , and its network structure is shown in Figure 1 . With the continuous improvement of computer performance, especially the development of graphical processing unit (GPU), tensor processing unit (TPU), and the support of big-data, the wave of deep learning has been raised. The development of DCNN is more and more rapid. In recent years, many excellent DCNN models have been proposed in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [9, 10, 11] . The accuracy record has been constantly refreshed. Table 1 compares several network models. Through comparison, it is found that changes in the structure of DCNN is mainly reflected in the following two aspects: (1) the number of layers is increasing; (2) the structure is more complex. These DCNN models have achieved unprecedented success in the ImageNet natural image dataset, not only because the network model is being optimized, but also because millions of labeled images provide strong data support for network training.
Imbalanced or Balanced Dataset
The so-called imbalanced training dataset means that the number of samples corresponding to each category of the training dataset is different, and the difference is large. Many scholars have verified that CNNs are sensitive to the problem of imbalanced training dataset. Such datasets tend to make the performance of CNN algorithms worse [12, 13] . Therefore, balanced datasets are more popular. But for most of the actual situation, it is difficult to obtain the balanced datasets, and the unbalanced problem is very common.
Moreover, the research objects of this thesis are six typical remote scenes --expressway, bridge, oil depot, overpass, port, airport. The complexity of the above six scenes is gradually increasing. According to the learning mechanism of the human brain, complex problems need to be allocated more learning energy [14] . Similarly, complex images need to be seen more than once to understand. So, for the specific classification task of this thesis, we need to raise the number of complex scenes samples to distinguish the complex scene better.
The following part will explain how imbalanced training dataset impacts CNN performance in typical remote scenes classification.
Establishment of Datasets
In order to set up the imbalanced dataset and the balanced dataset of this thesis, it is necessary to collect enough remote sensing images of six typical scenes. Many research teams have published their own remote sensing image datasets, such as, UC-Merced, WHU-RS19, NWPU-RESISC45, AID and so on, which have been widely used by many scholars.
Each dataset contains a number of scene categories, including the types of images we needed, but some of these categories are not meaningful to the study of this article. Therefore in order to build training dataset and testing dataset, we need integrate the contents of several public remote sensing image datasets, from which the typical remote scenes images is selected, and then properly collect some supplementary samples and finally perform necessary image preprocessing.
In addition, different strategies can be adopted to establish multiple imbalanced datasets to make experiments more general. For example, imbalanced training dataset I and imbalanced training dataset II samples grow with the increase of complexity degree linearly. Merely, former slope is bigger. Imbalanced training dataset III adopts approximate regression strategy. Balanced testing dataset samples 500 500 500 500 500 500
Experimentation Analysis
The selected network is AlexNet, who is the champion of the ILSVRC2012. The reason why we don't use the more complex CNN models is because our goal is to train more than once in the experiment, not to get a good performance. AlexNet is a relatively simple shallow network, whose training speed is relatively fast, exactly meeting our requirements [15] .
The performance is defined by the rate of accuracy the CNN produced during testing. A correct answer means the network classified an image as the class it belonged to. The performance was measured for each individual category and a mean result for the entire dataset. Table 3 and Figure 2 shows the testing results of four cases. Form the total accuracy rate, Case 2 <Case 1 <Case 3 <Case 4. In Case 2, imbalanced training dataset I samples grow with the increase of complexity degree linearly. But the bigger slope makes the simple scenes samples too few, so that the network training is insufficient.
In the three other cases, the mean correct rate of balanced dataset is roughly the lowest, which illustrates that the reasonable allocation strategy can improve the comprehensive performance of the network, so that the network can accomplish the specific classification task better.
Comparing Case 3 and Case 4, the latter is roughly higher than the former. The results show that approximate regression strategy adopted by imbalanced training dataset II could solve the problem of learning energy distribution in image recognition better than simple linear strategy.
Summary
Overall, above experiment proves that in face of typical remote scenes classification tasks, adopting approximate regression strategy to build up imbalanced training dataset based on complexity degree of scenes could improve the classification accuracy of the CNN model in the specific classification task. However, this is indeed an empirical conclusion, but it gives us some inspiration and help in our usual training of the CNN model. In combination with the actual situation, whether there is a better allocation strategy remains to be continued to study.
